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The creation of Saint-Simon's (1760-1825) sociology, is not a science without its basic presuppositi< ns , Everything it is cognisant of emerges from the one primary fact of suffering® All it knows first and foremost is that men are causing one another to suffer5 that some-“ thing in their relations is not as it should be, Indeed, that is just about all that it does know, It represents a break with the arrogance of liberal aspiratir ns , and of liberal man who thinks to take as his starting-point the true, the good and the beautiful« It avows itself sprung from dread of the vrId and the suffering and the injustice prevailing among men, and taking its bearings from these and these alone., In his great work, the root of the whole science, Saint-Simon apostrophised the mathematicians of his time as follows $ "You men who go by the facts, you algebraists and arithmeticians, by what right do you take first place in the army of science? The human race is cau0h up in one of the most serious crises since its existence began. What are you doing to end this? What means have you at disposal to restore order in society? All the peoples of Europe are at one another’s throats, and what are you doing to put a period to the carnage?
Nothingo

"Not only that, but you have sought to improve on methods of 
destruction. You attend to that in every army. What are you doing 
towards the conclusion of peace? Nothing, A knowledge of humanity is 
a ll that could help you there, Buu you only make use of the knowledge 
that you must flatter the powerful in order to obtain money from them,

"Withdraw from the forefront of science. Leave it  to us to 
bring new warmth to hearts grown cold under your governance. We must 
draw their attention to those labr urs which create peace by reorga^ °in 
society " ( Oeuvres I , 1 8 6 5? p® 5^)«

When Saint-Simon chose the way of the sociologist, with the great 
catch-phrases "the crisis of Europe," "the sufferings of our con
temporaries" , "the misery of poverty", he was seeking to institute 
a system of therapeutics for the temporal orders it  s t i l l  lacked, in 
vhis view, what Christianity had provided for the spiritual order 
( i . e a? the Church) - a lawful and necessary structure. Science becomes 
the science of sinners, Christians, suffering human beings -  what a
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contrast to all pre-sociological science, which seems to be the prerogative of the just man, the educated man, the wise man, the philosophical thinker, the estimable character and the ratir nal mind«
The new science is therefore, in addition, to develop people to take their places beside the Church's priests and the State's lawyers, and indeed to render these superfluous« What is new in the nouveau christianisn. 0 is the new leadership of society where both the r Id classes of leaders faile They fail in the rational order of the "sword" 

of this world, and thus in the institutions of labour and economy, marriage and education,
A further important realisation to serve in the delimiting of sociology is to be drawn from Saint-Simon’s mental-compass % he is, being rechonable as a socialist, writing a "political catechism for industrials", and "labour" is one of his great sociological discoveries® In other words, the problems he regards as topical and of most particular immediacy are those of modern capitalist economic society* But he does not fall into the error common among socialists and economists proper? of seeking to solve all questions affecting the state of humanity on the basis of these social problems * It is rather true to say that Christianity remains in his view the original quantity and given truth 

preserved as an issue beyond this modern world of industry. And there is another latent superpower existing as an unanalysable, irreducible 
element in the life of the community, on which economic society must not encroach, and that is the life of the sexes« It is a basic. original power like Christianity and the working world. When his disciple Enfant in seeks to transfer to the family those economic concepts well- known today as slogans of society in the form of such catchwords as "free marriage" and "the public education of all children", there is an immediate protest against this impoverishment of the basic forces of life« In fact,Saint-Simon considers it necessary' to erect a rampart in protection of these forces of the family and the sexes. This rampart already went by the name which h?s had to be laboriously rediscovered today after a painful hundred years of psycho-analysts and neurologists “ le code de la oudeur* All the social effects and expressions ,of modesty were to be explored and expanded« For the purposes of this survey, I would only mention that Saint-Simon is not the slave of the latest social problem® He does not harp on particular principles, or summarily trace everything back to labour, or economics, or Christianity- He sees the firsthandness of various forces of creation, untraceable’to one another *<and yet presented to us as one uniform creation« "Saint-Simo>n was still .learning when he died« There is nothing to show that he had arrived at 
■his final position" (E«M* Butler, The Saint--Slmonian_Religion in Germany, 'Cambridge 1926, p„ 10)« It was for'this’VeaTon that' he was able' to cry
out on his deathbed, "LWavenjLr.est a nous"« Most men end as they begin,as isolated individualst this "â junis" is the proud fruit of his sufferings, and that is why I acknowledge Saint-Simon's authority® I cannot jdrop him, finding in Marx and Comte nothing but doctrines«
^ This is, perhaps? the most important delimitation of sociology from all its contemporary social theories, with which it is so frequently confused« Saint-Simon, with his genius for recognising the real powers and forces, never sacrificed the firsthandness of religion

« 2 ».
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.he family, ecr-nomics and the State to any dogma« And this first- handness, this fundamentally, has had to be rediscovered and reinsured by sociology in a series of bitter struggles* This exposition likewise is an effc rt on behalf of its final vindication,, So- ciolr gists possessing less genius than Saint-Simon frequently enough in their fanaticism set out to link up as many as possible of the items in their calculations with one anothers we have, for instance, the materialistic conception of history, with its idee fixe of the "economic” element0 This Saint-Simon firmly avoided.

It may be that the outside < bserver will appreciate neither Saint-Simon's broadmindedness nor the closely-allied temptation for narrower spirits-. Why set forth all these principles, anyhow, as if there were not enough of them already? And historians do in fact rather like to go ■ -n in this strain-, But a sociologist cannot be indifferent to the number of motive forces existing; he must seek for the original basic forces, for he is striving after insight into the law of expenditure governing historical patterns0 For this reason, therefore, his work entails the realisation once and for all that the tapestry of life is not made up of a definite number of threads, nor, indeed, of threads of any one kinds on the 
contrary, the presence of these original forces makes itself felt, or, as with Saint-Simon, is dispassionately acknowledged in re- cognistion of the facts0

Now these original forces are continually being called into play, under many different aspects, to produce the same result«In the exercise of these forces, however, "the same” phenomenon has a different meaning for every moment that passes, since the part it plays within the whole, and its relation to the whole, is always changing* Mention is made in Saint-Simon's works of this point, which is one of the most important in the whole field of sociology«. I give an example of the way in which it is applied, in order to illustrate the genius of his insightsc. He accuses rhe Church of heresy on the grounds that it changed its function* "The Roman clergy was orthodox up to the election to the Holy See of Leo X in 1512, for until that date it had been superior to the lay 
world in all those branches of knowledge whose progress has helped 
the poorest class along. Since then, it has fallen into heresy, for it has devoted itself solely to theology, and has allowed its standing in art, natural science and technical development ’to devolve upon the laity«”

This healer of the institutions of society is aware that even as regards his position in the course of intellectual de~ vel pment he is deoendent on Christianitye Saint-Simon*s is to be distinguished from the plebeian? often purely economic and 
pagan sociology of those who came after him, by the fact that he knows his to be a post-Christian intellect. He does not recoil from Christianity as did the whole natural science of the nineteenth century, and sociology of the zoological types here too he reveals himself as being akin to Goethe, whose paganism is to be termed not blankly extra-Christian, but consciously post- Christians For Goethe's untrammelled existence was yet conditioned



by i-ne presupposition to which it gladly assented - Christianity»In the same way, Saint-Simon has nothing of "unconditioned" thought« He grows further from Christianity0 His freedom of thought is 
similarly post-Christian*

Saint~Simon is concerned to renew the"treasures of clerical Christianity, and to transmute them into the language of science, of the thought of the future, of general human applicability0 Here too, as in his perstnal’life, he keeps to the tension in its entirety© Even as the ancien regime nobleman born changes, by unwearying sacrifice, to correspond with the aristocracy of the new epoch of the spirit, so our task is, without surrendering any of the values out of the treasure-chamber of the old era, to change absolutely everything, until our lives swing in equal strength, reborn and renewed©
The original means and the original responsibility of sociology, and its attitude towards Christianity and natural ' science, thus stand out more clearly against the background of Saint-Simon's life than against the current it subsequently followed, which often threatened to ooze away and disperse altogether
A living being carries more weight than a hundred books, when his life becomes spirit through the creative force of sacrifice0 Saint-Simon was able to write of his life?
"In a word, my life appears as a series of failures, and yet it is'nc-t a failure of a life! so far from sinking down,I have come higher and higher& That is to say, not one of my failures has caused me to slip back to the’point at which I startedo"
Thus in the failures he rediscovered the key to the s u c b s s - .  ful life, the key that once opened the gates to the Church* No life was more of a "failure" than Christ's ; that is why it is the most productive life in world history® His seventy years of miscarrying life are Saint-Simon's contribution. The sterility of 

the German view of Goethe has probably prevented Germans from grasping the exact parallel between him and Saint-Simon© What is greatest of all about Goethe's writings is not that they were written by a poet, but that they were left as fragments by a mane For the poet, indeed, a fragment is just what a failure is in politicsc Goethe's writing consisted of fragments of a great con
fession, and yet it is not writing that can be judged a failure©

We are for the most part not up to the stature of this Saint-Simonian and Ooethean ruth© But it is only this that can enable us to turn a minus to a plus© Without such reconciling of the negative, human society is lost© Saint-Simon and Goethe wove the warp of failures into the woof of the future, but by their so doing the soul of Christ is mystically worked into the future, but by their so doing the soul of Christ is mystically worked into the future of society0 Goethe worked it in by his writing, Saint-Simon by his life*



Thus he still stands living before u,; today, asking us whether we are willing to continue his wrrk„ Life kindles only from life; the living fire of this heroic spirit kindles in us the quest of emulation* But at the same time we look forwards« Scarcely any of the answers Saint-Simon was able to give to his questions have a meaning for us today,, But we have come to recognise in his questionings an attitude of mind representing a distinct stage in the development of the natural mind - the post-Christian stage« And we put the question to ours elves whether this principle of a post-Christian science is capable of binding us by obligation to sociology«.

What would be felt to be missing if no thought and reflection were given to sociological matters? Who would not feel anything to be missing? If Saint-Simon was a man with a vocation, was he able to elevate his activity into a vocation?
As a matter of fact, for long enough sociology appeared to extensive sections of humanity to be deleterious? or at the least superfluous* Wherever men living in inherited'security 

from generation to generation know right and wrrng, good and evil, in accordance with a fixed tradition ~ the farmers and artisans of the little country places rtf Europe, the coolies of China and.the negroes of Central Africa - wh.rever there is no new thing to expect under the sun, because an order of things laid down by wise ancestors has provided for every 
c< ntingency, there we find that it was only that ancestor, or the wise lawgiver, or the ruler, or the successor to the chief, who had to amass experience by means of bitter struggle« All those who have cr me after wait or work» hate or love, 1!as the law commanded1*« And it is from this attitude that there comes the admirable assurance in action of those tribes or villages adhering strongly to custom, their uncomplicated way of doing anything from :: urning their dead to celebrating their harvest festival« Such an assured life is to be found everywhere, even though only in patches and remnants, in the most tempestuous 
regions in the heart of Europe0 The sectarianism of Puritan North America constitutes a similar foothold for people there too, though only for an upper stratum* But the conquerors and lawgivers and leaders and ancestors, the people ordained to consciousness of their role as bearers of the social order, whose precepts and examples seem to be :iins tine lively'* followed, long ago in Europe (unlike many other parts of the world) became a 
permanent establishment, of scholastic origins the clergy of the Middle Ages, the educated men of a later date represent a class 
of leaders that is cc ntinually innovating, and altering, and revolutionising, and fastening on existing trends to suppress and transform them« The sciences with whose help it tackled these innovatory duties were first of all theology and jurisprudence, and later political philosophy and natural science*
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Sr- long as they continued successful, the clergy and educated classes were accorded respect, the former by‘ the Christians , the latter by Europeans generally« for their formative wr rka This respect f<r the lawgiver set in his place by destiny has since 1789 been shaken beymd hope < f restoration,. The school for leaders is failing, because it tu longer enjoys a secure position of authority© * It is n< t one particular law that is called in question, but the deeper right to impose any law of any kind© The claims of the Church, like those of the State, are mocked at, There is a witches' sabbath of all free 
spiritso God has been deposed; even the godly only bother Him on Sundays * And belief in the natural pre-eminence of dynasties, kings or nobles above the general run of mortals, the belief in the blood of the gods, has also gone«, No longer is it the highest honour a peasant girl can hope for, as was still the case in 1750, to be enjoyed by a prince,, The regicide is not tortured for days cn end, and finally hanged, drawn and quartered®

With all this, respect ’for natural force« embodied in the command of King and Emperor, has been extinguished,) Jurisprudence is no 1< nger enough, for men's minds no lmger bow before the Imperial code and its clausest
A comparison with the history rf medicine may serve to make clear what it is that is happening to us today in the prli~ tical worlds In 1600, a quarrel flamed up over the medical textbook every professor had to lecture on, that of the great physician of antiquity, Galen® The celebrated Helmont refused to become a professor on the understanding that he accepted Galen® Now Galen's teachings were by no means as wrong as all that«It was simply that, for Helmont, the true teachings of Galen were true not because they were’Galen's« but because they had been demonstrated by experimentatic n and other means® Similarly, much that we find in the laws and statutes is right today® But it is not to be regarded as right just because it is laid down in the form of a law®,
Thus it is that we live today® The sciences of leadership to date have no longer any consequence or authority® The heritage of wisdom that is handed down in them threatens to be spilled along with the vessel it is c<ntained in« which is not regarded as important any more® A thee »logical insight or a legal maxim 

is clear without more ado to a clergyman or a lawyer« But to be clear to the workman or labourer-, the same maxim has to be dif
ferently derived and expressed. And such re-expression of them is, in fact, necessary, for the coming leaders are unknown, and whatever happens they are no Itnger the products of the old classes and schools of leaders, the clergy and the lawyers©

That "crisis of Europe" that called the Comte Saint-Simon into the lists is thus still present for us©
\ This is true both as regards the crisis of leadership of which I have been speaking, and in another respect also, namely, that innovation and change, and consequently the loosening of



instinct and the bi’each with traditi* n9 are giving a thorough shaking-up to those sectic'ns of the pcpulati« n which up to' no-w have been firmly ruled and If -c led after, a shaking-up which is going on even in the remotest packets <f _traditio nalism still remaininga Traditif nal custem is thus bound, under these con- ditiens o*f unrestrained change, to be replaced, at any rate in part, by fo rces C'f c< nscif usness , by training for all things.In this way, the study of tho se f frees serving to form a hi to destroy the community - that is tc- say, sociology - is bound to acquire a special urgency*-,
Finally, Europe at a later period set about trying to link indissolubly'to itself, economically, intellectually and politically, all the other parts of the earthy But its own theology and jurisprudence proved completely unsuitable for export*,

Roman law and Greek culture are over-indispensable only to us Europeanss for the rest ( f the world they have over-little immediacyo On the other hand-, the catastrophe of the two world 
wars, and the struggle for world peace, are making of daily urgency the question r f a unifo rm doctrine and language*. The few Euro pean educated Asiatics whe* make speeches at UNESCO and elsewhere must not deceive us into thinking that the abyss dividing Europe's thought from those intellectual worlds has been bridged»

In this field too, we are faced with the duty of trans- fo rming our own inherited wisdom, surrendering everything fortuitous and unnecessary, disclosing a knowledge with reference not to Divine authority, nor to the laws of the State, but to realisation in man® Only a '’human" science has any 
chance of making good the deficiency which has opened up in every single national integer, all over Europe, on the whole glo>be*

The methods employed by this science cannot be either of the theological and scholastic type, or of the jurisprudential and philosophical: Saint-Simon, (offering up his own life as a great experiment, demonstrated that they must be human« Their triumphant vindication will thus be not in ponderous tomes and strings of figures, but simply and 'solely in living the process of making good these deficiencies*, The sociologist is the man who thus stops the holes« Nc>t until he has lived in the midst o f it and helped it along (see Saint-Simem once more) can a sociological problem be brought to* maturity« Where the sociologist shares and suffers, figures passively in the pathr lr*gy of the case as a part of that case, that is the decisive step towards realising what is amiss« Not until this living of the problem has been effooted do* insights also present themselves 0 Suffering is demanded of the so ciologist9 and sufferings are not in the region of the theoretical* "Theoretically", therefore, sociology canno t be described as necessary* It is only for those who* have shared in the crisis 
f'f Europe, the unsettling o-f the earth, the dissolution c>f nationality, that sociology has a futures only they will understand why sociclogy cannot exist in libraries or laboratories, but must be in communities of human beings« For no body can image that he is set apart from all human events, in abstract
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worlds c f  ideas and the realms t f  s t a t i s t i c s 0 There are no 
so'C±{ If g ica l "defin itions" or theo r ies  « The so-ciologist 
engaged in deriding, f r thinking, or ta lk ing, or w rit ing , is  
never in a positit n tc loo k in from o utside at the soc ia l  
process he is  thinking or talking or waiting about% within  
his thtughts and his ta lk  and his writings the soc ia l processes 
themselves co ntinue, manifest their power o ver him, and f u l f i l  
themselves with the help or the hindrance of his e f fo r t s „
Simmel’ s incomparable representation of European good-fellowship, 
for instance, is at the same time its  la st  and f inest  flowering  
before i t  ultimately perishes 5 i t  is  thus i t s e l f  a dead stop in  
the existence of these patterns3 For this reason, there is  no 
fixed object, as in every "ob ject ive1' science, and no subject, 
as in every theory£ The socio lo g is t  discovers ’ the human mind 
as an integra l part of the human wo>rld? k part among parts, a 
creature among creatures, l ike  them transient, and yet like  
them essentia l« There can be no c e r ta in t ie s , no tenets va l id  
once and for a l l ,  i f  there are no t men l iv in g ,  exploring and 
teaching, who w i l l  maintain them and go b a i l  fo r  them with 
their whole persona lit ies , even at the r isk  of their l i v e s 0 
Sociology is »  in consequence, no-t an in te l le c tu a l  science as 
a l l  University trad it ion  understands the term, and s t i l l  less  
a natural science in the modern sensec Yet i t  is  a rea l  
science, just as much as what has been ca lled  science for  
eight hundred years« For i t s  desire is to realisation,:.

That is  what every great science has always scnght and 
is ct ntimvJ.ly seeking to acco mplish -  rea lisa tio  n, bringing  
home facts to people« A l l  natural science brings home to us 
what nature and its  forces r e a l ly  are, and in so fa r  as i t  
succeeds we can hold sway over that ne-bure and turn those 
forces to., our own purposes0 S im ilar ly , a l l  scho la s t ic  wisdom 
and phile*sophy bring ho-me to. us the wisdom of the ancients, so 
that the liv ing  generation has this at i t s  commando Sociology  
is  no-t, of course, intended to. bring home to anybody the wisdofl 
and in te l lec tu a l treasures o f, say, the c la s s ic a l  era or the 
Middle Ages; nor the f i e ld  o f nature, since that has already  
been done , and very b r i l l i a n t l y ;  but the r e a l  human being and 
the human r e a l i ty  that i t  detects behind the names and the 

* sayingso

1 The d ifference l ie s  only in the theme0 In te l lec tu a l  
~ science strives a fte r  one or another r>f those branches of the 
: in te l lec t  which have been handed down as c la s s ic a l ;  the seeker 
after  knowledge o*f nature surveys, and calculates therefrom, 
the f u l l  presence of external nature* It  wo-uld be a l l  up with us 

1 i f  he did co.me to have complete command o-ver it.« And i t  is  a l l  
Lup with him today inasmuch as he has already to some extent too 
\ rea t  command over i t  (app lication  of chemistry to m ilitary  purposes)*

So ciology surveys the re a l  forces with which we men are 
created*



It is nrt concerned with the in te l lec tu a l heritage frcm 
the pastf like s< ' -ca lled  in te l lec tu a l  science, m r with the 
nature furnished us fr< m without, l ike  natural science: i t  
explores the inner c rn st itu t i fn nf the r e a l i ty  cceated ff r us 
and within us0 This d is t in ct irn  as regards h is t r r ic a l  t rad i -  
tif n and natural givenness likewise C( nditir ns i ts  methods0

For this reasrn, its  metht ds are nnt those so often  
represented as the only s c ien t i f ic  ones, deduct inn and indue- 
ti( nc The snurces f'f danger inherent in 'our ac t iv ity  as 
st cif lf 'g ists  are tn be fr und neither in an inadequate uni
ve rsa lity  n(T in an inadequate ind iv idualisatinn  of nur ex
perience: the ffTmer is remediable by deductifn and the la t te r  
by induct if nc. A l l  that represents a danger fnr the soc io logist  
is  lack of rea lisa tn ry  power* His weakness consists in nnt re 
maining su f f ic ien t ly  integrated into r e a l i ty ,  as part and par
cel and fellfw-member of i t ,  and thus in taking premature refuge  
in a debasing impartiality., In this kind of abstraction and de- - 
tachment, not su ff ic ien t  resistance is  attracted from re a l i ty ,  
the due prop*rtion f'f inert ia  and gravity  is  not accounted fo r ,  
because r f  s<me idea that unsullied truth can be brrne to v ict ' ry  
without a struggle in the vacuum of the sheerly i d e a l i s t i c e But 
these last  few decades, with the monstrfus propaganda of l ie s  
put rut in their worijkfwars, have led the merest schoolmaster 
of Europe into untruth* The l i e  proved the commonplace ( f  the 
human mind* The freest  thinkers became f i t f u l  and fe e b le 5 not a 
thought was immune frrm abuse* Everything was, so to speak, 
maintained and asserted: i t  came with the newspaper and went 
with the newspaper« The highest and noblest minds paid their  
tr ibute  to the s p i r i t  of the age® The human '’' s p i r i t ” has played 
out its  idea l ro le  cnee and fo r  a l l *

There is no genius and no o f f ic e ,  no popular s p i r i t  and 
no scholastic s p i r i t ,  in  art or science, pulpit cr p o l i t ic s ,  
that has d irec t ly  to do with the s p i r i t  of Gr d 0 The s p i r i t  is  
not Gr da And a l l  sociology begins with this b i t te r  recognition*  
Socitlogy proved i t s e l f  an in teg ra l part o f the world, a party  
which can and should remain a party, but at the same time as 
something which must not "detach" i t s e l f  from the whole ( i ^ e *. 
absolutise i t s e l f ) . Thus soc ia l r e a l isa t io n  is  what distinguishes  
inside and outside, backward-!'oking o rig in  and fo rw ard -I f<king 
necessity* These f <ur ways to determining the v i t a l  force o f an 
idea, a w i l l ,  an ac t iv ity ,  an arrangement and the l ik e  are to 
be found neither in natural science nor in in te l le c tu a l  science*

Space forbids us to go into the question to what extent 
sociol< gy has certain individual pr ints o f this process o f  
rea l isa t i i  n in common with older sciences, such as jurisprudence, 
history, theology and econ' mics *

The only thing that is  decisive as regards sociology is  
the p lu ra l ity  of i t s  processes* In order to say, fo r  instance, 
what sociology i s ,  we have had to make four separate attemps*



These four can never be c< mbined into une sentence or me  
definition*

S r  cir-lf'gy does nr t discourse rn therapeutics for the 
human race8 It  is  i t s e l f ,  according to the two d ifferent  
attitudes of soc io log ists , either re leasing or binding, and 
therefore i t s e l f  a proceeding within the economy of our human 
restoration«


